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PREFACE 

Is it possible to present a selection of texts that documents a modern 
nation's psyche and collective history? This collection of essays, writings, 
and speeches sets out to answer this question by marking a series of pivotal 
moments in twentieth-century Chinese textual history. From Mao Zedong 
to Dai Jinhua, and from Taiwan to Tiananmen, the texts introduce some of 
the most contentious themes and personalities of China's recent past. 
These writings spurred their original readers to reform the Chinese 
language, to take up the challenge of modernization, to rally to the nation's 
cause, and to react against the diktats of central government. They offer 
insights into the formation of national agendas that are by turns engrossing 
and disturbing. The texts presented here both reflect and create history: 
they document moments of intellectual, social, or political change, and 
they exhort their readers to act decisively upon it. In most cases, the texts 
have also made their authors' reputations, setting them apart as outstanding 
thinkers, rhetoricians, or politicians. They thus read as both a history and a 
biography of twentieth-century Chinese thought and illustrate how seminal 
texts interact with one another to generate history. This collection differs 
from other advanced readers and compilations of writings by specific 
individuals in the clear witness it provides to the way in which both action 
and reaction have emerged from the written word in China's recent past. 

The aims of Documenting China are two-fold: to present a series of texts 
which will challenge and extend the reading abilities of advanced language 
learners, and to encourage greater understanding of China's turbulent 
modern history. In compiling this volume, we have sought to address a 
problem that we observe regularly with students: namely, that a critical gap 
exists between the proficiency that can be attained after three or four years' 
intensive study of Chinese and the rather more elusive ability to handle 
real, raw, primary sources with confidence. This reader provides the 
training necessary to bridge this gap. Designed for advanced undergraduate 
students, master's level graduates, and students in master's and doctoral 
programs in Chinese Studies, it can be studied by individuals seeking an 
advanced level of reading comprehension or by seminar groups and classes 
as a basis for discussion. The texts selected are deliberately longer than 
those found in standard Chinese-language readers, and glossaries are 
selective rather than exhaustive. The readings are arranged more or less 
chronologically, but the vocabulary lists are not cumulative, and the 
individual sections can be read in any order. 

The texts selected here are not intended as passages for intensive bursts of 
meticulous and stylistically polished translation. Rather than word-for
word translation or sentence-by-sentence accuracy, this volume encourages 
students to read for sense, to grasp challenging pieces whose overall 
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argument is what counts. These are documents to be perused and precised, 
their main points extracted and their intellectual and literary contours 
described. This kind of extensive reading also allows students to assimilate 
many different language styles, registers, and discursive modes. These are 
written texts: how the message is encoded and narrated is key to their 
impact, and due attention to this encoding and narration can begin to tum 
language students into literary and cultural critics. For this reason, the texts 
are presented in both long (complex) form and simplified characters, and 
their eighty-year timespan exposes students to the complexities of 
language in different periods. Some are much simpler than others; the key 
is their breadth of style and rhetoric. 

Historical understanding is equally germane to our objectives. In terms of 
selection, the political, social, and cultural impact of the text has been the 
prime criterion; and as these articles move from the early days of modem 
vernacular Chinese (E:r7t baihua) writings in the 1910s through to the 
beginnings of the hypertext age, they provide a series of illuminating 
snapshots of changing contexts and ideologies. These are almost 
exclusively elite texts, written in the main by politicians and intellectuals. 
Other texts may have had a penetrating effect at the grassroots level, and 
there are several literary writings that might have earned their place in a 
political history of twentieth-century China; but the texts chosen here are 
distinctive in the documentary record they provide of self-conscious 
attempts to bring change. Some do so by direct appeal to readers, others by 
their record of political speeches, and others still by highlighting-through 
discussion or transcript-facets of life intended to provoke outrage or 
incite reform. The volume is deliberately wide-ranging, including texts in 
the fields of philosophy, literary history, political science, gender studies, 
media and popular culture, neonationalist discourse, democratization 
movements, and international relations. At the same time, each essay, 
article, or speech plunges the reader right into the throes of a passionately 
fought debate. As a result, the student who knows little of, say, tensions in 
Sino-Japanese relations, will gain real insight into the sources of current 
problems as he or she comes to terms with the given text, while a student 
with greater knowledge will be able to focus on the nuances of the 
particular piece and its role in ongoing debate. The chapter prefaces give a 
concise but in-depth introduction to each article and to the debate that it 
has engendered, as well as providing suggestions for further reading. Each 
topic can be used as the basis of a research assignment, either to develop 
bibliographic and archival skills, or to form the raw material for more 
sustained inquiry. 

viii 
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Outline of the Reader 

Documenting China begins as China comes to terms with the enormity of 
the end of imperial rule. The Peking University intellectual Hu Shi drew on 
decades of dissent and debate among scholars as he wrote his famous 
series of articles calling for literary and language reform. For Hu, language 
reform, the emergence of a vernacular literature, and hopes for national 
rejuvenation were tightly bound together. Hu Shi's writings gave 
momentum to a new wave of radicalism that championed mass education 
and continuing political reform, and led toward the famed debates of the 
May Fourth era. Just as Hu Shi's articles were carried in new media, so too 
did magazines and journals for a range of interest groups begin to 
proliferate in the early twentieth century. The Ladies' Journal was one of 
the earliest, running from 1915 onward and initiating debate between 
traditional notions of womanhood and Western feminism. How should the 
"new woman" be educated, and what was her role in a modem society? 
Editorials, articles, and advertisements present answers. Sun Yat-sen's 
"Three People's Principles" rounds off this section of pieces from the first 
two decades of the century. Sun's famous three-part program for 
democracy was a blueprint not just for revolution, but for the reform and 
governance that could transform radicalism into workable political praxis. 

Mao Zedong's ''Talks at the Yan'an Forum" laid down his vision of 
cultural practice in a communist state. Aimed at winning over intellectuals, 
the talks set out the role that intellectuals should play vis-a-vis the masses 
in promoting the revolution. That Mao, still a guerrilla leader, should 
produce an arts policy for his future state is indicative of the standing of 
culture in Chinese society; these talks have been much cited and debated 
ever since. Ding Ling and Wang Shiwei's articles, also written in the early 
1940s, depict another side of the Yan'an era: critical engagement with the 
darker side of the Communist Party leadership, its hidden hierarchies, and 
sexual power plays. The rectification campaign that followed publication 
of these articles was thorough, and became a brutal model for later 
reeducation movements in the People's Republic of China. 

The excerpts from state-run journal Red Flag, with their flamboyant yet 
totalizing rhetoric, shine a light on the ways and means through which 
continuous revolution was pursued in Mao's China. Just as the champions 
of revolution are described in metaphors that tap the elemental forces of 
the universe, so are its supposed enemies vilified in the language of 
demonology. Every bit as illuminating is the unadorned prose through 
which the young dissident Yu Luoke expressed his deep disenchantment at 
the injustices of the new class war. His essay "On Family Background," 
which protested the absurdities of a world in which only those "born red" 
could be true Communists, was part of a powerful countercurrent that 
flowed against the great wave of Cultural Revolution discourse during the 

IX 
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late 1960s. It won him many admirers among disenfranchised Chinese 
youth, but ultimately cost him his life. 

The next three readings chart the extraordinary decade of the 1980s, from 
the exhilarating days of democratic flourishes and economic opening up to 
the West, to the violent crackdown of 1989 and the inevitable reorientation 
inwards. The preface to Zhang Liang's volume June Fourth-the True 
Story, which purportedly documents meetings between China's leaders 
within Zhongnanhai from April to June 1989, explores the debates that 
waged within the Party over the nature of reform. River Elegy and China 
Can Say No document the changing tenor of the times in equally 
contrasting, but more culturalist, ways. The former, an emotionally 
charged appeal to a future symbolized by the seafaring spirit, the West, and 
the great blue yonder beyond China's shores was succeeded only a few 
short years later by China Can Say No, a neonationalist polemic that is as 
much an exercise in xenophobia as it is a paean to Chineseness. 

China in the 1990s is the subject of the next cluster of writings. Deng 
Zhenglai and Jing Yuejin's groundbreaking essay on civil society in China 
tries to broker a different kind of relationship between the state and the 
people, one that rewrites power relations from the ground up, and creates 
the possibility of a more participatory social world. Dai Jinhua's essay, by 
contrast, hints at something close to nostalgia for the old days of autocracy, 
when Tiananmen Square was a place steeped in political meaning and 
intellectuals were people whose opinion mattered. Now, according to Dai, 
the squares of old are consumer plazas, while the rhetoric of middle-class 
belonging hides a swelling underclass, and many intellectuals prefer 
selling out to standing up and being counted. All the while, the resurgence 
of religious belief during the 1990s has led to questioning of the role that 
faith can play in modern communist China. The philosopher Liu Xiaofeng 
was one of the first to comment on the recent growth of Christianity among 
Chinese intellectuals, and his 1991 article looks at what the term "cultural 
Christian" might mean from theological and societal perspectives. 

Documenting China ends with China and its place in the world: the Taiwan 
question, Sino-Japanese relations, and the possible promise of China's 
peaceful rise. In the case of Taiwan, the last three decades have witnessed 
an intense interrogation of the links between ethnicity and identity, as 
people across the spectrum ask themselves whether they are Chinese, 
Taiwanese, or both. China's relationship with Japan is no less tortuous: 
economic expediency, political rivalry, and the unburied past jostle for 
position in a diplomatic forcefield that governments have often 
manipulated at will. Yet all the while, the notion of China's peaceful rise
first articulated by Zheng Bijian in 2003-seemed to give the lie to 
China's flashes of belligerence. Promising a smooth path to superpower 
status, Zheng and his ilk argued for a China that was cosmopolitan, 

x 
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accommodating, and alert to the needs of the East Asian region. The 
Chinese government's response to this promise, and its progression to 
other slogans and campaigns is, of course, another story. 

This volume began life as a selection of readings for a master's course in 
modern documentary texts at the School of Oriental and African Studies, 
University of London, on which both of the volume editors have taught. 
We would like to thank Professor Michel Hockx, the course's original 
architect, for generously allowing us to use some of his texts and ideas. We 
would like to offer our sincere thanks to Lorri Hagman and her team at 
Washington University Press for their vision, help and encouragement in 
producing this volume. Lorri Hagman's painstaking editorial work has 
been much appreciated. We are also very grateful to Fang ling in Oxford, 
Xiao Min in Beijing, and Liu Boyun and Ding Yuting in New Haven for 
their various suggestions and for helping to check the text for accuracy. 

Margaret Hillenbrand 
Chloe Starr 
2011 
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1. CULTURAL REFORM 

On Constructive Literary Revolution 
HuShi 

The centrality of literature and literary reform to China's revolution in the 
early twentieth century might surprise outsiders. No matter how much the 
reformers sought to model themselves on the West, this aspect of cultural 
remaking made theirs a peculiarly Chinese revolution. To understand why 
the creation of a new literature was key to the program of reforming the 
nation, we need to glance back at what was being replaced. By 1905, when 
the state examinations were abolished, the empire was already on the brink 
of chaos, and the calls of many scholars to "save the nation" were born out 
of a real and urgent sense of this imminent doom. Immediate and practical 
solutions were needed to avoid not only political but societal breakdown. 
Overthrowing the current Manchu imperial ruling house was not enough: 
the reformers wanted a thorough rejuvenation of society, a makeover that 
would safeguard China from the kind of humiliations that the Western 
powers and Japan had been inflicting on the country in a series of defeats 
and unequal treaties since the 1840s. The Sino-Japanese War of 1895 and 
the Boxer Rebellion of 1900 had further weakened imperial authority, 
partly because the Qing dynasty (1644-1911) rulers had failed to act 
promptly and shore up China's damaged sense of national pride. Many 
thinkers of the time believed that the way forward was to adopt those 
aspects of Western society that had contributed to the West's ascendance. 
Science and democracy became key rallying terms. 

Imperial China had been governed for centuries by a small number of elite 
scholars, recruited through a national examination system. The purpose of 
scholarship was eminently practical: to create individuals morally fit to 
carry out state rule. Education and governance were tightly bound together. 
This system, which required that candidates for office demonstrate a close 
textual knowledge of the classical canons (unchanged since around the 
twelfth century), was seen by many in the late Qing as one of the greatest 
obstacles to reform. A new curriculum was needed for a new era: one that 
taught useful subjects, such as engineering and armament design, foreign 
languages, math, chemistry, and agriculture, and not just philosophy, 
poetry, and moral righteousness. China had been left behind in the 
struggle for world supremacy, and in order to catch up, she needed to 
model herself on the West. For the intellectuals who fretted over China's 
predicament, the solutions were plain: modern education and democratic 
politics. Schools and universities set up by foreign missionaries had begun 
to introduce alternative schooling systems, but new technologies and new 
curricula could not easily be taught in the old written language of China. 
This language was thought too inflexible to accommodate imported terms 
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and scientific language, and it was so distant from spoken Chinese that 
years of education were required to attain any useful proficiency. 
Language reform was therefore vital. 

There were at least two stages to China's literary revolution. The first, 
championed by late nineteenth-century reformers, argued for raising the 
status of fiction and revamping it as a tool of moral and social education. 
The new fiction was to be a socially inspiring literature expressed in the 
vernacular language. Its works were to be instruments for change, means 
of influencing and galvanizing the population, tools for progress in the 
absence of political solutions. Fiction was also, needless to say, a strategy 
for making one's name, especially for intellectuals with no obvious role in 
government. Politico-literary discussions filled the new journals that 
sprang up in the wake of innovative printing technologies and a growing 
newsprint industry. 1 Scholars such as Liu Shipei and Zhang Binglin 
developed arguments for writing fiction into the literary canon, and they 
devised a new theoretical mode to allow for its study. Wenxue X?!j, one 
of the four traditional classes of learning, came to include fiction and 
referred more closely to literature in the Western sense in the years after 
1895. 2 Reformers such as Liang Qichao and Yan Fu promoted their 
understanding of the political and social purpose of fiction, and ensured 
the spread of this view among authors. 

The second stage of literary reform followed on from fiction's new-found 
status and from this exponential growth in literary production and its 
distribution. This phase, spearheaded by Hu Shi (1891-1962), called for an 
abandonment of literary language (X § wenyan) for all forms and genres 
of writing, and for a wholesale adoption of modem vernacular Chinese (B 
i15 baihua) instead. Widespread use of the vernacular in fiction had begun 
in the late Qing, but Hu Shi advocated extending this to all literature, even 
that which had by generic definition been the preserve of classical Chinese. 
Hu continued to press for a socially inspiring literature; like Liang Qichao, 
he wanted the "new literature" to adhere to certain moral frames, and he 
castigated some late Qing works for their "depravity." 

Hu, like most of his intellectual contemporaries, had received a classical 
education, in his case supplemented by modem-style teaching in a high 
school in Shanghai. His experiences as a student of philosophy in the 
United States, first at Cornell and then at Columbia for graduate work 
under a Boxer Indemnity scholarship, were formative for his later 

1. On the debates in the new fiction magazines, see Shu-ying Tsau, "The Rise of 'New 
Fiction,'" in Dolezelova-Velingerova, ed., The Chinese Novel at the Tum of the Century, 
18-37. 

2. See Huters, "A New Way of Writing"; and Hsia, "Yen Fu and Liang Ch'i-ch'ao," in 
C. T. Hsia on Literature, 223-46. 

2 
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thinking. 3 One of Hu Shi's great interests was poetry, and his poems 
published in New Youth (~Jfw~ Xin Qingnian) in 1918 were pioneering 
in their use of baihua. It was, however, as a critic that Hu Shi had most 
impact on society. Throughout the 191Os, Peking University was the 
epicenter of iconoclastic activity, and in 1917 Hu Shi joined its Faculty of 
Letters. His seminal article "Preliminary Comments on Literary Reform" 
was published in New Youth in 1917, and was followed a year later by his 
article "On Constructive Literary Revolution." These were later heralded 
as the spur for the literary revolution, and Hu's "Eight Don'ts"-or how 
not to write literature-were taken as programmatic for new writing. Over 
the next few years, baihua was adopted in schools, newspapers, and 
magazines, and by writers of new fiction. 

In his article "On Constructive Literary Revolution" Hu Shi scathingly 
claims that contemporary literature survives only because nothing better 
has appeared. Wenyan is a dead language and cannot breathe life into the 
present. The finer ancient poets used baihua, as did the great vernacular 
novels of late imperial China-and this, according to Hu, offers a starting 
point for the development of a new language for literature. As a 
counterpoint to the "Eight Don'ts," he proposes four positives, and his 
criteria center around what is topically relevant and emotionally appealing 
to contemporary readers. The article discusses at length the relationship 
between a new literature and a literary national language (OOi-\% guoyu). 
For Hu, a new literature preceded a new language, and those writing the 
new literature were also the creators of the new language. The precedents 
for this, he argues, come from medieval European literatures. 

Hu's essays are much more than radical theorizing: he also suggests 
practical means whereby authors could develop this new literature. Much 
of the vernacular literature of the late Qing fails to meet his standards 
because of its formulaic nature, poor characterization, or limited scope. 
Chinese literature needed broader range, more disparate source material, 
greater imaginative power, and stronger structures. The models for 
language reform were Ming and Qing novels, but the inspiration for 
literary structures was foreign: English and French essayists, American 
short story writers, European dramatists. China needed a national 
translation program to ensure that the best of foreign literature was 
continuously available. It would take, he anticipated, thirty to fifty years to 
complete the reforms. 

It is difficult to assess the direct contribution of the new literature to social 
or political revolution. As the reformers soon discovered, highly 
politicized or didactic literature does not always make for enjoyable 
reading, and more populist fiction soon grabbed back its market share. But 

3. See McDougall and Louie, The Literature of China, 34-37. 

3 
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language reform and educational change certainly had a great impact on 
China's development, and the close connection between literary and 
political reform meant that radical ideas in one field fed into a wider 
cultural transformation. It was, in part, the successes that the reformers 
scored in remolding the literary sphere-for so long the marker of social 
power in China-that gave them the courage to progress to broader 
political rethinking. In terms of literature, the chief legacy of Hu Shi, Chen 
Duxiu, and their fellow critics lies in the fact that the works written in the 
wake of their theorizing won the title "modern Chinese literature," a 
taxonomic convention that lasted for most of the twentieth century. 
According to this model, the literary revolution was triggered by the desire 
for social change, and modern literature began with the socially concerned 
short stories that Lu Xun published from 1918 onwards. Perhaps as a direct 
consequence of this linkage between literature and reform, the backdrop to 
literary works has tended paradoxically to garner more attention than the 
texts themselves. Indeed, for many critics literary modernity specifically 
denoted novels of social satire rooted in an antitraditional stance.4 Recent 
challenges to this paradigm have emerged,5 but its longevity testifies to the 
enduring persuasiveness of the May Fourth reformers. 

Excerpted from Xin qingnian 4/8 (1917), 289-97. 
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1m, n, ;\~1~1¥J~;t§ 0 

-=., ~~ft§C.1¥J~5, JjIJ~JjIJAI¥J~5o ~£ 1/F*1JJr!:lAJ -1~1¥J 

1m, £~~~~I¥JA, ~~~~~I¥J~o~£I/FJ&¥%~%*JI¥J 

~ffio ~£-*~@, -*~@I¥J.:t~o-**~,~~~}(o 

~ 
~~ft 
*(~IlIJ)§JffJ 
,~ 

*1JJ 
J\./F.:t~ 

yanzhlwuwU 
wlib'ing shenyin 

dian 

UlOyU 
l[m(lan) diao 

pian 

mofang 
"BabuzhUyi" 
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lacking in substance; devoid of 

moan without being ill; 
affectation 

allusions; literary quotations 
conventional expressions 
slander; poor phrases 
parallel(isms); antithetical 

couplets 
imitate; model on 
"Eight Don'ts" 
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;f!t1¥J IJt~~)(~~J I¥JrIt-*~g:ff+OOA*: 1~~€fI¥J)(~, )(~I¥J 

~~€fJ 0 ;f!tfr'JiJT1R:11§1¥J)(~lJ-®, g:J!~~~~j~m-~I~~I¥J)(~o :ff 
7~~1¥J)(~, ~~~:ff)(~I¥J~~o:ff7)(~I¥J~~, ;f!t~I¥J~~~~ 

.1~J!{.iE~~o ~~~:ff)(~, {f~:ff~-®, {f~:ff1JflL {f/F~~pJGiL, 

_T~D~ ~S~~ ~*~M+~ 
'OC/I"I'3e.'j;;{k:!::o Ja7E1XIJa-J\HjY---::J"P'J/\.S 0 

;f!tlff~M~: ~~~=f~W~~:ffJ!{.:ff1JmJ!{.:ff~-®I¥JI)(~1¥J 

)(~J ?;f!t~2~~m: 1~$~~~=f~I¥J)(Am~I¥J)(~$:J!~ 

I¥J, $:J!m2~~71¥J~~)(*~l¥Jo~)(*~/F~~ilim)(~om~~ 
~~=f~g:ff@~)(~, g:ff@~:ff1Jml¥J~)(~o J 

;f!t~~*.~a(*.~»~(~~**~»~?~~~m~~:J!m 

S~~l¥Jo~~.~a~~~I¥J~~*.~I¥J~~?~~~~I¥J~~:J!m 

S~f$:l¥Jo ~~.~H*I¥J (:;&t~se:», (~*qT» ~~~~? ~~f1E.fr'~~ 

:J!ms~~l¥Jo~~./F~~~I¥J(*w»~?~~~ml¥J:J!~*~ 

~o ...... fij.~*,~ff£ (="sg» ¥U~~, ~~I¥J)(~}L:J!:ff-@1Jf1i:ff 

-@~~-®I¥J, $:J!S~I¥J, ~:J!ili~S~l¥Jo~.I¥J$:J!~:ff~.I¥J~ 

Ii , $:J! iWtto/J ~JG I¥J ~tJtl J'b ! 

*.~ "Mi:tllincf" folk song from the Northern and 
Southern dynasties 

1L~**~ "Kongque dong "The Peacock Flies Southeast," 
min rei" Han dynasty yuefu poem, also 

known as "Jiao Zhongqing's 
wife" (JHio ZhongqIng qI 
;W; 1rp 9~P ~) 

~¥Ml~ Tao Yuanming famous Eastern Jin poet 
and literatus (365-427) 

*ff~ LiHouzhU posthumous title of Li 
Yu (937-78), Southern Tang 
ruler and poet 

H* Di:tFu renowned Tang poet (712-70) 

~~ HanYi:t Tang prose writer and poet 
(768-824) 

'=:sg Sanbai pian another name for the Book of 

Odes (Shijing ~~) 
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W~JlitltB"Jx~: {PI!;), «7.kThtft.» , «jffimt~c.», «1f1ij*)t"~», 

«~Itf~» , PJ!;)'~~ Imx~J ~~? 1EI~1t!!:fr'1~IH'!ffl-flmX*f$:B"Jo 
~~.m~,$~~,~.~,.~~, $ffl7X~~a, ~mB"J~~

~~~~m~~~, -~~~~m~~~o 

.~~~~~,~~~~~~~ffl~~~B"Ja$~~~~~~~B"Jo 

~~B"J~, ffl~7B"Jx~~~~~ili~~~~~~B"Jx~*om-f~~ 

B"JX~,~~~.~X~~~B"J, &~-~~~~~~B"Jtt., &~-~ 

~amOOI~~tt.JB"J.mo.~~, ~~~~ili~~~B"Jx~, *~ 

~ili&~~~B"Jx~; PJ!;)'~ili«.**~», *PJ!;)'~ili«~M~»o 

@~~8~B"Jx~g~~ili&~~~&~~~B"Jx~, ~~~~ili~~~ 

~~~B"Jx~; g~~ •• «.~m~(~m»)~«.~±~(. 
11) » , ~~~gf$:ili-:m «.*)t"~» 0 ~~A~f§m~5, PJ)'G~.a)j~~l1 

x:k**1IB"J CE~ft.» , W~. «{fIij*)t"~» *-@]B"J «£~ft.» , l£PJ 
j;Qm~X~5fQmx~B"J*JjIJ7 0 

~~.~X*~~~~mX~~?m$~~x~B"Jtt.o-wm~x* 

~;tm~ 

~±iJ 

Shul/zuzhu(ln 

Xfy6uji 

RuUn Waishl 

H6ngl6umeng 

Rouputuan 

Hlin Tu'izhI 
Lu Sh'ih6ng 

Song Lian 
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Outlaws of the Marsh, Ming 
novel aUr. to Shi Nai'an 

.m~ 
Journey to the West, Ming novel 

aUr. to Wu Cheng' en *jf(,igI, 
The Scholars, Qing novel by 

Wu Jingzi *.~ 
The Dream of Red Chambers, 

also known as The Story of the 
Stone (El~~c Shftou ji), Qing 
dynasty novel by Cao Xueqin 
.~~ and Gao E rel~ 

The Carnal Prayer Mat, 
salacious Ming dynasty novel 
aUr. to Li Yu *)~ 

style name (zi *) of Ran Yu 
Jin poet and minor official 
(261-303) 

late Yuan---early Ming prose 
writer (1310-81) noted for his 
characterization 
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BM/Fffl;fr~it~~Hw; it~it1~:W)' ~Hw~H~tlf, l£~)OJ'~o jJ~®ffl~)( 

~~A,~7~m, w~~~~m.~.f~$~~~; ~7.ffl, w~ 

~~.'tw~~r,t~.f~$~)(~ 0 a)ja)j~~-f-,\l1,~, 1t!!.fr'~~~ I J:~~ 

;fI J, 11rp Elf 1t M J ; a)j a)j ~J!jjIJ, 1iE.1r, ilP ~~~ I ~ mm -=:~ J, I - a±I ~~ 

~J a)ja)j~.~.~-t+~~B, 1iE.1r'ilP~~~~.fttj=!", mJ0, ft~o 

£PJ~~, a)ja)j~~r:?t*~~ms, 1iE.1r'ilP~Q41iE.1T~m*)\~~11)(ij~ 

£; a)ja)j~@r.~tt~~ms, ~~W~~1T~~~~,m~~~a)(. 

-f- ...... ~Fp~~~f$:)(~~DfPJ~~it~7lHwQ~? e5£/F~~it~, e5£/F~~7lHw, jJ~ 

~Jg~)(*Q~? ep~DjJ~ «fI**jr~» ~~J:~, ~-fJm~.'tw, ~lfil~, 

J:~~;fI "Wang Gm denglou" "Wang Can Ascends the 
Tower," short title of a Yuan 
zaju drama, based on Han 
dynasty characters 

1rpElf Zhongyf style name of Wang Can (177-
217) 

~mm-=:~ "Yangguan" sandie "repeat the 'Yang Pass Tune' 
three times," referring to a 
song based on a poem by the 
famous Tang poet Wang Wei 
J:~ (701-761) that was 
traditionally used as a 
metaphor for parting 

-a±l~~~ "YI qu Wei Cheng" Wang Wei's poem "Parting at 
Wei Cheng," also used as a 
metaphor for parting. Wei 
Cheng was a town on the Wei 
River just north of the Tang 
capital Chang' an, from which 
one began the journey west 

~t.~ Chen Baochen scholar-official and tutor (1848-
1935) to the last emperor, 
Xuantong Elf~JE (Puyi ~W{)(, 
1906-67) 

fttj=!" YIYin Duke ofYi 

mJ0 Zhou Gong Duke ofZhou 

~~~ Hli Tianyou poet and specialist in 
parallelisms (1696-1758) 

mJt~ Hong Li~mgjf Hanlin Academy scholar (1746-
1809) ranked second in state 
exams in 1790 
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